
1. Before you read, match the words with their deffinitions:

a. tendency (n) 1. surfaced with a layer of stones.
b. to lessen (v) 2. somebody who eats an excessive amount of food.
c. booze (n) 3. without suffering any injury, damage, or harm.

d. cobbled (adj) 4. an inclination to do something.

e. opportunist (n) 5. a hope or ambition of achieving something.

f. food junckie (n) 6. alcohol

g. unscathed (adj) 7. to make smaller, to reduce, or to weaken.

h. aspiration (n) 8. make great efforts to achieve or obtain something.

i. to strive (v) 9. a person who takes advantage of opportunities as and 
when they arise, regardless of planning or principle.

    2. Fill in the gaps in the text with the following 
prepositions:

 OF — INTO — ON — IN — FOR — AT —
            ABOUT — SINCE — THROUGH — WITH

Asal.
• 21 years old.
• originally from Uzbekistan.

 
Moved to London when I was 10, and ____ then it's difficult not to refer to myself as British, but 

then again it's good not to forget and be proud of your roots! 
Since I was very little, school and good grades were sort ______ an obsession, and I couldn't help 

being a perfectionist (though now, with age, the tendency is lessening) so homework was a nightmare 
_____ both myself and my mum.

Making it to University had always been one of my ultimate goals since
arrival ___ the UK. At one point it felt like an impossibility, but ___ results day when
I got the call that I got ____  Aberdeen, which was my top choice, I couldn't help
but cry and my mother joined ____!

My first two years in Aberdeen were something, and no wonder they say 
"time spent _____ university are the best years of 
your life"! But the best was not the partying and 
booze, but the different people I've met and the life 
time friendships I've formed! The great and, ____ 
the same time, sad part was that the few good 
friends I've met were exchange students, but I took it as a challenge to 
form more friendships once they were gone and an opportunity to travel 
outside the UK to see them. 
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I must admit university life may sometimes prove challenging especially when you're living away 
from home with people you don't know very well. But take it as a life lesson! Everyone is different, and it 
sure prepares you ____ the real world! Independence, Patience, Courage. 

Now I'm on my Erasmus in The Netherlands and am loving every minute! To be 
honest, I don't want to ever leave! I'm ____ love _____ the little cobbled old town, 
Maastricht, I've grown to call my second home. I've once again formed friendships and 
being the opportunist I now have more places to go visit. Not forgetting the regular 
trips to places across Europe like Belgium and Germany
makes it even more difficult for me to return to the UK. But
this only motivates me to make the most ___ my time here!;)

I guess one key thing I didn't mention at the beginning
______ myself was that I always wanted to travel and one of
the (main) reasons ______ taking ____ law studies was exactly
that! But the past couple of summers, thanks to my family, I

was fortunate enough to experience more _____ the world, which I think is a
rarity ____  someone of my age. A boat trip around the Mediterranean exploring
the beautiful coasts of France and Italy, long summers spent in Switzerland and

Prague, a trip across the Atlantic to NYC, and much more! 

     To keep track ____  the places I visit and the foods I try (being also a food
junckie), I've decided to start a sort _____a blog _____ Instagram. I'm not a fan ____ 
keeping a diary so this has proven to be a great way to do just that and _____ a 
more interactive way. 

It also encourages me to do some research and 
educate myself and my followers ______ the fun facts in 
my posts.

My main goal, _____ now, is to make it through uni unscathed and to
enjoy every moment and live in the moment (which I admit, sometimes
everyone forgets because we're thinking way ahead) P.S. just kidding about
the unscathed bit, but then again - I've heard stories... )

The question: 'What advice would you give your younger self and your
older self?' is a first and, I must admit, is tricky to answer. All that comes to
mind is the answer: 'Always be yourself, love yourself, believe in yourself and
NEVER be afraid'. And something I would tell my present self is patience

I believe to have goals and aspirations (that often come with challenges) is a great 
way to go _______ finding what one wants. So once a goal has been achieved, 
another should be undertaken and strived ______. That's the belief I would like to 
keep when I'm much older: to strive (even when you're feelings lazy and 
unmotivated which is frankly impossible when there is so much _____ offer in this 
world! ;)

I guess I came far from being the nervous 10-year old who could not  speak a word 
_____ English to now a bilingual undergrad of law ____ Erasmus in The Netherlands! ?
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The Erasmus Progra
mme is a European 
Union (EU) student 
exchange programme 
established in 1987.



THE KEY:
1. a4, b7, c6, d1, e9, f2, g3, h5, i8

2.
Moved to London when I was 10 and since then it's difficult not to refer to myself as British, but

then again it's good not to forget and be proud of your roots! 
Since I was very little, school and good grades were sort of an obsession, and I couldn't help 

being a perfectionist (though now, with age, the tendency is lessening) so homework was a nightmare 
for both myself and my mum.

Making it to University had always been one of my ultimate goals since arrival in the UK. At one 
point it felt like an impossibility, but on results day when I got the call
that I got into Aberdeen, which was my top choice, I couldn't help
but cry and my mother joined in!

My first two years in Aberdeen were something, and no
wonder they say "time spent in university are the best years of your
life"! But the best was not the partying and booze, but the different
people I've met and the life time friendships I've formed! The great
and at the same time sad part was that the few good friends I've met
were exchange students, but I took it as a challenge to form more
friendships once they were gone and an opportunity to travel
outside the UK to see them. 

I must admit university life may sometimes prove challenging especially when you're living away
from home with people you don't know very well. But take it as a life lesson! Everyone is different,

and it sure prepares you for the real world! Independence, Patience, 
Courage. 

Now I'm on my Erasmus in The Netherlands and am loving every minute! 
To be honest I don't want to ever leave! I'm in love with the little cobbled old 
town, Maastricht, I've grown to call my second home. I've once again formed 
friendships and being the opportunist I now have more places to go visit. Not 
forgetting the regular trips to places across Europe like Belgium and Germany 
makes it even more difficult for me to return to
the UK. But this only motivates me to make
the most of my time here!;) 

I guess one key thing I didn't mention at the beginning about
myself was that I always wanted to travel and one of the (main)
reasons for taking on law studies was exactly that! But the past couple
of summers ,thanks to my family, I was fortunate enough to
experience more of the world, which I think is a rarity for someone of
my age. A boat trip around the Mediterranean exploring the beautiful
coasts of France and Italy, long summers spent in Switzerland and
Prague, a trip across the Atlantic to NYC, and much more! 
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     To keep track of the places I visit and the foods I try (being also a food 
junckie), I've decided to start a sort of a blog on Instagram. I'm not a fan of 
keeping a diary so this has proven to be a great
way to do just that and in a more interactive
way. 

It also encourages me to do some research and
educate myself and my followers through the fun
facts in my posts. 

My main goal, for now, is to make it through uni unscathed
and to enjoy every moment and live in the moment (which I admit
sometimes everyone forgets because we're thinking way ahead) P.S.
just kidding about the unscathed bit but then again I've heard
stories... )

The question: 'What advice would you give your younger self and your older self?' is a first and,
I must admit, is tricky to answer. All that comes to mind is the answer: 'Always be yourself, love 
yourself, believe in yourself and NEVER be afraid'. And something I would tell my present self is 
Patience

 I believe to have goals and aspirations (that often come with challenges) is
a great way to go about finding what one wants. So once a goal has been 
achieved another should be undertaken and strived for. That's the belief I 
would like to keep when I'm much older: to strive (even when you're feelings 
lazy and unmotivated which is frankly impossible when there is so much on 
offer in this world!;)

I guess I came far from being the nervous 10-year old who could not 
speak a word of English to now a bilingual undergrad of law on Erasmus in The
Netherlands! ?
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